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On the success of 3rd editions of Chemistry International Events, Unite explores is glad to an-
nounce the “4th Edition of Unite Scientific Conference on Chemistry (USCC-2023)" which is 

going to be held during June 18 - 19, 2024  to take place in Munich, Germany.

The conference theme is 'Exploring Global Perspectives of Research advancements in chem-
istry that shaping the future". We are heartily open the invitation for the Participants who are 

involving and working on Chemistry Research. The, future challenges of chemistry will  chieve 

by using sustainable methods, management of resources, analysing environmental impacts, 

creating awareness to the upcoming researchers.

USCC-2023 aims to bring together researchers, scientists, and  industrialists from all 
over the world to exchange ideas, discussing cutting-edge research and development and 

identify future demands and needs in the fields of chemistry, materials science, and Chemis-

try is also expected to play a crucial role in green energy generation and storage, reduce 

carbon footprint by renewable energy, energy storage, personalized medicine, mutational 

drugs, sequencing, vaccines, agriculture, environment, information technology, pharmaceuå-

cals, medicine, recycling and battery technology of all growing research areas in the future.

In particular, the last few years have seen a rapid expansion of chemistry and the chemical 
industry, which has created enormous opportunities. .It is extremely interdisciplinary in 

nature, encompassing all branches of science and technology. Our platform will provide you 

the opportunity to gain the knowledge beyond the boundaries and expose your research to 

the global attendees.



Organic Chemistry

Medicinal Chemistry

Catalysis

Physical Chemistry

Chemical and Biomedical Engineering

Theoretical and Computational Chemistry

Chemistry Engineering

Electrochemistry

Inorganic Chemistry

Material Chemistry and Functional Materials

Nano Chemistry

Polymer Chemistry and

Environmental & Green Chernistry•

Industrial Chemistry

Analytical Chemistry

Chemical Education

DAY-I Thursday July 18, 2024

08:00 - 09:00    Registrations

09:00 - 09:10    Opening tCeremony

09:00 - 10:30    Keynote Session

10:30 - 11:00    Coffee Break

11:00 - 12:40    Speaker Session

12:40 - 13:30    Lunch Break

13:30 - 15:00    Keynote Session13:30 - 15:00    Keynote Session

15:00 - 15:30    Snack Break

15:30 - 17:10    Speaker Session

DAY-II Thursday July 19, 2024

09:00 - 10:30    Keynote Session

10:30 - 11:00    Coffee Break

11:00 - 12:40    Speaker Session

12:40 - 13:40    Lunch Break

13:40 - 15:40    Speaker Session

15:40 - 16:10    Snack Break

16:10 - 17:10    Poster Session16:10 - 17:10    Poster Session



Munich, Germany

Munich is the capital and most populous city of the Free State of Bavaria. With a 
population of 1,578,132 inhabitants as of 31 May 2022, it is the third-largest city in  
Germany, after Berlin and Hamburg, and thus the largest which does not constitute 
its own state, as well as the 11th-largest city in the European Union. The city's met-
ropolitan region is home to 6 million people.

Once Bavaria was established as Kingdom of Bavaria in 1806, Munich became a  
major European centre of arts, architecture, culture andscience. In 1918, during the 
German Revolution of 1918–19, the ruling House of Wittelsbach, which had gov-
erned Bavaria since 1180, was forced to abdicate in Munich and a short-lived Bavari-
an Soviet Republic was declared. After the end of post-war American occupation in 
1949, there was a great increase in population and economic power during the 
years of Wirtschaftswunder. The city hosted the 1972 Summer Olympics.

Today, Munich is a global centre of science, technology, finance, innovation, busi-
ness, and tourism. Munich enjoys a very high standard and quality of living, reaching 
first in Germany and third worldwide according to the 2018 Mercer survey, and 
being rated the world's most liveable city by the Monocle's Quality of Life Survey 
2018. Munich's economy is based on high tech, automobiles, and the service sector,
as well as IT, biotechnology, engineering, and electronics. Munich is a fun-loving city, as well as IT, biotechnology, engineering, and electronics. Munich is a fun-loving city, 
known for its seasonal festivals and rich cultural calendar, so along with visiting the 
beautiful churches and outstanding museums and palaces, you can spend some 
time with the local’s night festival colourful markets.



IMPORTENT DATES:

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION STARTS:          JULY 24, 2024
REGISTRATIONS OPEN:                          AUGUST 04TH, 2024

REGISTRATION PRICE:

SPEAKER (BUSINESS/ ACADEMIC)
STUDENT/ YOUNG RESEARCHER)
DELEGATE/LISTENER

$ 599
$ 799

$ 699

REGISTRATION PRICE:

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION - https://chemistry.uniteexplores.com/abstractsubmission

REGISTRATION: - https://chemistry.uniteexplores.com/registration

CONTACT US:

1968 S. COASTHWY #3568
LAGUNA BEACH CA 92651
UNITED STATES
EMAIL: chemistry@uniteexplores.com



ROME , ITALY / JUNE 22,23-2023


